
ALARM®

Its original design, the fruit of several months of research by 
the SFA engineering department, reflects our policy of continual 
product improvement across the range.

Occasional power failures, or  limescale deposits in older 
units (that are not regularly descaled), will cause a surcharge of 
water in the unit.

To deal with such unforeseen problems, the SFA 
solution is to provide an immediate warning to stop using the unit 
and rectify the problem.

SANIALARM® has a level pressure switch that triggers an alarm 
fixed on the top of the SFA unit if the volume of water exceeds 
the maximum allowed level. The alarm emits a continuous sound, 
until it is switched off and the problem rectified.

•  Specially developed to avoid  
damage on rubber components

•  Formula ideally suited to small-bore 
discharge pipes

•  Product suitable for septic tanks

•  Laboratory tested formula

DESCALER CLEANSER

SANIALARM® INSTALLATION
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Fit the SANIALARM® on top 
of the plunger tube
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Carefully drill a 10 mm hole 
in the lid of the unit where 
indicated in the instructions.
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Insert the batteries (not supplied) 
into the case.
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Spread some silicone grease 
around the plunger tube and 
insert it through the lid.
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Switch the ON POSITION.
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WC WITH BUILT-IN MACERATOR
PUMP

ADAPTABLE MACERATOR 
& PUMPS

SANIALARM® is battery operated and can be
fitted on all models in the adaptable SFA macerator
range, including SANISPEED® and SANIVITE®

pumps.
SANIALARM®  can be connected to a Building 
Management System (BMS) 

SANIALARM® warns you if the water
in the macerator rises to an unusually high level

SANIALARM® should
be fitted onto the lid
of the SFA unit.

Works from
two 1,5V batteries
(not supplied)

Contains an activated carbon filter ideal for removing unpleasant smells.

CARBON AIR FILTER
(for SANICUBIC and SANICUBIC 2XL)


